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highsticker, I think the creator of this stream report had no intention beyond a little bragging about his great day
on the stream. It could be, too, that he wanted to alert others to the good fishing he found on Meadow. It
certainly is his right to do so, and I think it is a little rude for him to get "lectured" by others that think he is
adversely impacted "their" stream. The purpose of the Stream Reports is to allow board readers to share
stream information to assist others in their future fishing.
I read the Meadow Run report when it was posted over two weeks ago. I did not go to the stream until this past
Saturday and only went because I thought it a decent possibility that a hatch might be underway. I didn't even
fish in the DHALO section, opting instead for an area where stream topography suggested to me I might
encounter bug activity. Nothing in this thread provided any help, as hatches were not mentioned at all. Anyone
who read this report and thought that somehow, of all the Southwestern PA stocked streams, Meadow was the
only one to get large fish, wouldn't have waited until this past weekend to try the stream.
These internet information crawlers you suggest exist are, I think, only in your imagination. You found the
stream more crowded than you like. We can all understand your disappointment. But I have a hard time
understanding how that disappointment turned into anger and that anger turned into resentment of a fellow
angler who chose to share information about his trip two weeks ago.
It really isn't anyone's place to tell another angler what he/she can share or how they can share it. Faster and
broader communication by internet is a fact of modern life. I just think you severely over-estimate the impact it
has on any particular stream or on streams in general-- that is, if it has any impact at all.

